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Ken Winston, the regional sales manager at a securities brokerage firm, has reorganized his generalist salespeople into
Key Account Teams (KAT) to increase.

After the several months of change, there was an up-tick in profit margin. If this change does not come with
clear direction and well-defined implementation plan, it may make the situation worse. After New York, the
Boston office was the largest. Michael Goold and Andrew Campbell Blenko. This type of job required very
unique skill set and characteristics. One of the failures was to create divisions among units that make it
difficult to operate and increase competitive advantages 6. Support from sales specialist will better the
business process and ease the workload for both KAT and customer. Loss of sales volume and inner warfare
are addressed by defined measurable goals. Conclusion After a careful analysis, we strongly believe that our
recommendations will be highly beneficial for your company. More players came. This is not a good timing as
these issues need be immediately addressed Solution 3: Multi approaches Engage specialist to support KAT
member in term of process. Financial incentives are still necessary, so that employees are rewarded both
intrinsically and extrinsically. By allowing your employees to provide feedback, it gives your employees a
voice and is a good indication of how well the new system is working. There is no doubtâ€¦. Winston is
preparing a presentation for the division leadership team and will discuss the effectiveness of the new â€¦show
more contentâ€¦ The root cause of the problem with the performance appraisal is that sales people are now
evaluated based on their relationships with the traders and researchers in New York with no input from the
regional manager. They can talk, share and reduce the resistance between employee when it comes to time of
asking for help or support from each other. Rouse, Margaret. It was required more bandwidth and better
understanding on a more complicated debt instrument to survive. According to the cognitive evaluation
theory, the increase in working pressure to make higher profits has also shown to be an ineffective method of
encouraging employees in the long run. Paul Rogers and Marcia Blenko  Changing from maintaining their
sales on customer wise to product wise, they shared their customers, for the first time. The office knew about
the falling margins and saw it as a major threat to their office. Organizational Behaviour: Concepts,
Controversies, Applications. There will need to be a formal meeting to announce the plan, as well as
communicate what employee may expect from the manager and what manager will expect from the employee
Schedule individual meeting with each of KAT team member to set up measurable individual goals Set up the
common company goal and formally announce it the whole team After the first meeting, schedule one on one
meeting to follow up. Robbins, and Timothy A. However, if your team members start to believe that their
current role has no advancement opportunities, they may leave your company to find a career that provides
better opportunities to learn transferable skills and the possibility to advance further in their career. Also, it
keep track with employee status and also provide chance for both to raise and hear feedback from each other
Identify event calendar and publicly communicate. Additional events add cost to expense. By month 3, we
suggest that the problem solving team is implemented and that you begin the quarterly job rotation. However,
there was a risk of losing sales volume with gross margin focus. Take time for new members to learn and
adopt the new environment. Additional internal events such as summer outing, weekend retreat, team informal
get together help to bring people together. With this solution, Winston will be able to ease the process, build
stronger sales team, maintain market share, gain sales, maintain profit and create good and healthy working
environment within the organization. Yet there were customers unhappy and perceived it as more
complication. Many companies ended up with impeding the market strategy rather than furthering it while
doing the organizational design changes. Attached to our analysis, we have included an implementation plan
that will give you the initial steps of using our recommendations. Another crucial change needs to be an
increase in communication. Alternative 2: Unlimited Vacation Days We initially thought of offering your
employees unlimited vacation days. In addition, this step will solve the issue of limitation on salesmanship
when converting to sell on specialization. Individual goals for each member have to be a compromised.
Besides, the sales team expressed their frustration. Also, by forcing your clients to deal with more than one
person, the personal connection between client and generalist is lost. Therefore, we believe our
recommendation of communication and setting team goals would be more beneficial. This specialization
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might also lead to a siloed organization structure which was definitely not the strategy.


